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Cuprum animal case 

•  I know this owner much 
more for her numerous 
cats than for her dog, 
Candy. 

•  It is a female dog, of 
indefinite breed, almost 
the same size of the cats 
living with her.   
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•  Very sweet character, quiet, but fast frightening and 
easily trembling.  

•  Only one peculiarity, she always drink a lot (without 
pathological feature)  



Cuprum animal case 
•  Suddenly Candy presented 

an epileptic fit, said the 
owner.  

•  She could explain that the 
dog was lying on his side, 
trembling, quivering and 
peddling during some time. 
She explained that may be 
there is a reason for this fit. 

 
 



Cuprum animal case 

•  When the owner is in the 
kitchen, Candy is always 
there also, ready to catch 
in a fly anything that 
could fall from the work 
plan.  

•  Indeed something has 
fallen, poor Candy tried 
to catch it, but it was the 
cutting board itself. The 
board hit the head of the 
dog. 



Cuprum animal case 
•  The owner came directly to 

me with her dog. 
•  Still a bit dizzy, Candy can 

stand on her, little bit 
shaky, legs.   

•  Rapid respiration, she is 
still trembling. Nothing to 
see about head position or 
at eyes level.   



Cuprum animal case 
•  Some, a little bit curious, 

symptoms are observed 
(happy time for an 
homeopath). 

•  She is moving the tongue 
as a snake and involuntary 
spastic movements of the 
lips are observed.  



Cuprum animal case 

•  Selected symptoms 
•  mind; MILDNESS (129)  
•  mind; QUIET; disposition (185)  
•  generalities; TREMBLING (641)  
•  stomach; THIRST; often, frequent (91)  
•  head; BRAIN; injuries, after (57)  
•  generalities; CONVULSIONS, spasms; concussion of brain, after (12)  
•  respiration; ACCELERATED, quick (306)  
•  mouth; MOTION; lapping, tongue (8)  
•  face; CONVULSIONS, spasms; mouth; around (22)  
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Cuprum animal case 

•  After differential analyse 
of the first remedies of 
this repertorisation, a 
dosis of Cuprum 30 K, 5 
pillules, was given 
directly. 

•  Why 30 K? Because it is 
the potentization I have 
in my office. 

 



Cuprum animal case 
•  Taking some little time 

further for questions about 
owner cats, Candy fall 
asleep on her knees.  

•  This is a good sign already 
observed for other cases in 
acute situations. 

•  20 minutes later on, when 
owner was leaving, Candy 
could stay on her legs, 
presenting no trembling and 
no spastic movements of 
tongue or lips anymore.  



Cuprum animal case 

•  Next day, the owner 
confirmed by phone that 
Candy did sleep well and 
everything was fine.  

•  I do not know if Candy 
learns to be more beware 
in the kitchen. 


